Written Promise for the Artist
This promise is an agreement with the artist and/or the Company who holds the works of art, to allow permission
to promote and sell their artwork voluntarily to Islands In Motion through our innovative digital platform
www.islandsarts.com. When joining Islands Arts, the artist is made aware that he/she is automatically considered
for Artlicity. Artlicity produces reproductions for consumers, typically sold at art shows and other venues within
the United States which allows the artists to be recognized publicly and make residual income. Although all
artwork on Islands Arts is considered, not all artwork on Islands Arts will be automatically seen on
www.artlicity.com. Only artwork deemed most marketable to our selected audience will be chosen by the
selection committee.
The promise is that Islands in Motion, through its digital platform www.islandsarts.com will publish the artwork of
the artist and/or the company who holds the works of art, for the purpose of promoting and selling their product.
The supplier will put the price to his/her work and Islands in Motion will add an increase to cover reasonable
marketable expenses not to surpass the competitive market, then will publish the artwork on the platform
www.islandsarts.com, where a marketing campaign will be done in the United States to ensure an exhibition and
potential sale of the artwork.
Islands in Motion is going to need a digital example of the artwork to be able to publish and promote the art on the
website. Once the product is published, the artist and/or the company who hold the works of art will be
responsible for the artwork to ensure that it is be available for the platform www.islandsarts.com. If at any time
that the artist and/or the company who holds the works of art does not have the published work, the supplier
must communicate this immediately to Islands in Motion. At any time, the artist can request to exchange his/her
work of art without any charge or limitation. If the provider does not have a way to provide the digital example of
the artwork, Islands in Motion is available for free consultation regarding solutions. In some cases, Islands in
Motion may be able to make arrangements to professionally photograph artwork, but you must be located within
a participating Caribbean Island.
Committed to the fact that this work of art is available for sale, in the event that the work of art is sold or
otherwise made unavailable and the artist does not have such product, he/she will be responsible for any charge
generated to the platform www.islandsarts.com at the time of sale and in this case the vendor will immediately be
expelled from our platform. When a piece of artwork is sold on the platform www.islandsarts.com, the provider
must take it or ship it to the Islands in Motion office. The artist will be paid upon receipt of the artwork pending a
review of the product’s condition. Once this process is done the artwork will be owned by Islands in Motion. We
will then proceed to ship to the buyer.
This pledge is valid for one (1) year, where this agreement may be considered breached by either one of the
parties at any time in the event of failing to comply with the mode of operation mentioned above, or if either party
voluntarily decides not to follow the agreement. Once the year has passed, this agreement will automatically
renew.
To qualify for reproductions in series of his/her works of art, the works will be evaluated by specialists to determine if they
meet the requirements for Artlicity. If you accept the proposal, you authorize us to publish and promote your works with the
aim of creating a possible sale.
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